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PbS Data Collection for October Comes to an End  
The Vacca and Mt. Meigs campuses have completed October data collection and will 
soon receive their draft data reports on November 11th and final reports on              
November 26th. The following data was collected for October.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Based on the October reports, the Campus PbS Teams will re-assess their current      
facility improvement plans and determine whether revisions are needed.   

PbS Youth Reentry Survey to replace the Youth Exit Interview  

“Beginning November 1, 2019 for the April 2020 data collection period, the new PbS 

Youth Reentry Survey will replace the Youth Exit Interview for all youths released from 

correction facilities.  
 

Performance-based Standards (PbS) is launching a new Youth Reentry Survey for use 

beginning Nov. 1st for PbS correction and community residential programs. The survey 

asks youth about their perceptions of preparedness and readiness to return to the 

community and live independently. Research has made clear that youths’ perceptions 

matter and that juvenile justice leaders need to expand the efforts to obtain and use 

youths’ perceptions as a cost-effective method to better understand the impact on 

youths.   
 

Research and experience have shown that youths have the best chances for successful 

reentry -meaning both ceasing offending behavior and realizing positive life outcomes 

- when they are both prepared and ready. We also know that looking only at agency 

records of services provided, activities offered and certifications or credits earned   

provide “an incomplete account of developmental outcomes because they include 

little information about youths’ social and emotional assets.” In other words,                

administrative data alone doesn’t tell us if the efforts have resulted in the youths     

being prepared and ready – we need to ask them.” 
 

-Performance-based Standards, E-Newsletter October 2019 

Performance-based Standards                                                    November 2019 

 Mt. Meigs  Vacca 

Staff Surveys 105 30 

Youth Climate Surveys 107 60 

Youth Exit Interviews 100 51 

Family Surveys 7 0 

Youth Records  44 31 

https://pbstandards.org/
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DYS Staff Participate in a Two Day Training for Motivational Interviewing   

On October 21st and 22nd, DYS staff participated in Motivational       
Interviewing (MI) training held in  Clanton, Alabama, which was         
presented by Ms. Joan Leary, MA, LPC-S.  Motivational Interviewing is a 
client-centered directive method for enhancing  motivation to change.  
Motivational Interviewing is an evidence-based practice, which involves 
using effective tools for handling resistance, can keep difficult situations 
from getting worse, and keeps those professionals from experiencing 
frustration and burnout. Research has shown better client outcomes 
when using the MI engagement modality.  Motivation predicts behavior 
and is capable of  being influenced.  After full participation in the work-
shop the participants will be able to practice, incorporate and utilize the 
MI techniques in their day to day interactions with DYS teenagers. 

The Mt. Meigs, Vacca, and Autauga Campuses Hold Fall Festival Events  

The Mt. Meigs, Vacca, and Autauga campuses held fall festival events in October. 

Each campus provided unique activities and food for the students.  For the Vacca 

campus, the students enjoyed educational games such as "The Balancing Act" 

where the students had to balance a ball of clay on a glass using two forks and a 

toothpick. They also played the "Math Equation Game" where students had to use 

various equations to solve math problems. There was screen painting from the art 

class. The students participated in relay races, three point shoot-out, corn hole 

toss, and a game of flag football. The students had the opportunity to eat fried 

chicken and cheese fries.  For the Mt. Meigs campus, the students participated in 

a variety of events, including basketball, putt putt golf, jenga, baseball, ring toss, 

and guessing games to name a few.  Students enjoyed nachos, funnel cake, and 

other goodies as they listened to the students perform a play titled “The History of 

DYS.”  For the Autauga campus, students participated in relay races, the 3-point 

shootout, a two on two football challenge, volleyball, and basketball. There was a 

BBQ lunch held that consisted of hamburgers, hot dogs, baked beans and mixed 

vegetables. After lunch the students watched a movie and snacked on nachos.  
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